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It is always a honor for me to work with DORP as Chairman for last six years. DORP has a noble mission for changing the condition of the disadvantaged and poor people of rural society with special emphasis on empowerment of women. I feel obliged with the organizational commitment for taking active role in all its development arena. For the last 31 years our commitment was to work for the poor & vulnerable section of the society particularly women group with safety-net programs.

DORP has the credit of innovation of Maternity Allowance based SAPNA package for the pregnant and lactating poor mothers. Government of Bangladesh accepting the idea has been implementing the project throughout the country. Besides the WASH budget tracking & resettlement project activities marching forward. DORP’s activities on WASH have got international recognition.

Our efficient and committed working team does all its best for optimum results and success. I, as chairman, feel proud of them.

I am very thankful to the Executive Committee members of the organization who are always giving their best and valuable guidance and effort.

I am always indebted to the respective officers of the Ministry of Women and Children Affairs, Health, Education, Railway, Energy, Local Government & others for their help & cooperation. I deeply thank PKSF and Bank Authorities who are rendering help to DORP for running its Micro-finance Program for poverty alleviation.

The founder and CEO of DORP Mr. AHM Nouman with his 46 years of experiences established and led the organization to present state. His dynamic leadership quality is real asset for the organization.

I believe DORP has to go a long way and we all will work together for that journey.

Md. Azher Ali Talukder  
Chairman, DORP  
Additional Secretary (Retd.)
In respect of DORP the year 2018 has established a big impact in the arena Nationally in Bangladesh & Internationally with evidence based success of the activities mainly for ending poverty through bottom lining Maternity Allowance Centered Social Assistance Program for Non-Asseters- SAPNA Package, WASH, Bottom up budget tracking & Resettlement. Both the Maternity Allowance & SAPNA Package for the poor are the ever pioneer- innovation of DORP in Bangladesh may be model for elsewhere in the world.

Micro-finance in 15 branches with ENRICH runs at Razapur Union; Belkuchi Upazila of Sirajganj district supported by PKSF is our heart to extend to others areas. Bangladesh Bank housing loan fund is providing to the partner members. Besides PKSF; Standard, Meghna & Midland are 3 Commercial Banks are the credit finance providers.

Our participation & presentations a. at the 15th International Universal Election Management Council (UEMC) Presented/Circulated at Electoral Affairs Symposium held at Kempinski Hotel Ishtar, Dead Sea, Jordan, 4-6 December 2017 b. Neonatal Nursing is a Holistic Approach, Needs Bottom Lining, at the eve of 3rd World Congress on Midwifery & Neonatal Nursing held at Holiday Inn Chicago, USA, 26-27 September, 2018 c. Grass Root MA Sangsad (Mothers Parliament) Linking World Parliament held at O.P. Jindal Global University Sonepat, Horiana, India, 10-11 December 2018 where a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in between DORP and Yoga Therapist Ms. Shweta Varpe, a wonderful, charming, enthusiastic and glamour leading personality a beauty Queen of India & Asia as a Brand Ambassador of DORP. d. ‘Write shop’ organized by IRC and Wetlands International from 9-13 April 2018 in The Netherlands, e. Annual Meeting of Watershed-empowering citizen organized by IRC in Uganda 1-5 October 2018, f. Partners meeting at Simavi, Amsterdam 22-23 September 2018, were a countable performance among the participants followed by public, researchers & practitioners at large.

DORP is Implementing Resettlement Projects like i) Padma Bridge Rail Link Project (PBRLP) with Income Livelihood Restoration Program (ILRP), under, Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC) of Bangladesh Army; ii) Dohazari - Cox’s Bazar Rail Line Construction Project (DCRLCP) Bangladesh Railway is the Executing Agency, iii) Dhaka Environmentally Sustainable Water Supply
Project (DESWSP) under Dhaka WASA of Ministry of LGED. iv) Chattagram-Feni-Bakhrabad Gas Transmission Parallel Pipeline Project-GTCL v) Coal Fired Power Plant Project-CPCB and (v) Design Construction Supervision and Resettlement Plan Implementation for affected persons of Payra Deep Sea Port with ILRP package under Payra Port Authority - Bangladesh Navy, Ministry of Shipping. DORP has earned laudable experiences in the field of Resettlement.

Ritu, Watershed Empowering Citizens and WASH SDG-Bangladesh – SIMAVI, The Netherlands; Panii Jibon – HELVETAS Swiss Inter-cooperation; Integrity in School WASH: A Reality Check Assessment - Water Integrity Network (WIN) Germany, Non-formal Education program - UNIQUE with Dhaka Ahsania Mission - DAM funded by EU; Improved and Better Life of Special Children (Disabled) at Bhola – Bholas Children UK, Vulnerable Group Development (VGD) program under Ministry of Women & Children Affairs – GoB, projects are instances of capacities and capabilities of our work linking both National and Global efforts.

Our young IT Sector personnel have established a Server based Software introducing High Tech system for coping with the up-liftment of the digitalization. International partners are also providing technical support on software based account management, monitoring and evaluation.

Both the Print and Electronic media is playing a strong supportive role over the activities of DORP which creates positive impact in the society and to both national and International policy, lobbying-advocacy and planning decision makers.

Energetic young, mid and old aged experienced mixed team members are the real driving force and capable Human Resources of DORP. Advisory Council, General Body and Executive Committee members are the policy makers and scaling up the Organisation promotional strategy and all out good wills and impact makers of the organization for all the year round and onward.

AHM Nouman
Founder & CEO, DORP
Laureate, Gusi Peace Price International Award 2013
Chapter 1: Introduction of the Organisation

Introduction of the Organisation

Genesis of DORP

Development Organisation of the Rural Poor-DORP a national Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) has been working in the development field for more than 2 decades in Bangladesh. The experiences of the organisation are not confined to specific field, rather diverse in action. The pioneer and founder of the organisation is the first generation development activist in the country, along-with his companions who have also long experience in different areas of development.

In 1970, just before the liberation war of Bangladesh, a devastating cyclone caused havoc and about 1 million people died in the coastal area. During that time some youths of Ramgati Thana under Laksmipur district (one of the severely cyclone affected areas) were organised to help the victims through relief and rehabilitation program. After completion of the works, it was realised that relief could only solve the immediate problems of the affected people but much more is needed for self reliance. Based on this realization, they started a cooperative movement ensuring the participation of the affected people under the name of Ramgati Central Cooperative Association. After starting the work, a new concept about rehabilitation was drawn in the minds of the organisers in the frame of creation and development of Cluster Village. The World Bank Christmas Party Fund supported the program under the name of Gram Bishaw and that was the ever first Cluster Village in the country set up at Ramgati, during 1970-71.

Thus, the present Chief Executive and Founder of DORP, AHM Nouman was directly involved in relief and rehabilitation program and Bishwa Gram project as a pioneer and architect. Later on, realizing the importance and indispensability of self-help and self-reliance in promoting the sustainable development, he along with a few other pioneers, established the well-known Swanirvar Bangladesh, one of the leading self-reliance promoting NGO of the country. Working with this mission for a long time, they realised the change of social and economic situation of the country and felt to transform development sector through bottom-up approach , while people from rural areas of the country were the focal group of development. Eventually, in 1987, AHM Nouman with other like-minded professional rural development actors established DORP for achieving sustainable development through self-reliance.

Thus, DORP became an organisation of a set of social workers with adequate educational and technical expertise including grass root people, with local level experiences in the areas of integrated development. Its participatory approach was method of practice from the very beginning of the organisation. In DORP’s evolution process, it has experimented out various approaches and undertaken some action-oriented research to identify direction of its programs with active participation of people specially the poor, women and riverine belt inhabitants as program partners.
The Year 2018: DORP has been implementing 20 Projects

4 Thematic areas identified to address in 5 years 2016-2020
The main aim of “Watershed-Empowering Citizens” is to strengthen capacity of Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) to advocate and lobby in the interrelated fields of IWRM and WASH to ensure equity and social inclusion, as well as sustainable usage of water resources. It will contribute to the Sustainable Development Goal for universal access to water and sanitation services and water security (SDG-6) by making the voices of citizens heard and strengthening governance and accountability.

Three main strategies of Watershed program:
- Strengthening the capacity of CSOs to conduct lobby and advocacy for Sustainable WASH services for all.
- Improving policy implementation, practice and coordination.
- The inter-stakeholder dialogue.

Overall Progress in line with project goals and objectives

DORP has completed 48 activities of the project during this reporting period and involved in 3 activities out of 17 activities with other partners. DORP is working in Watershed Bangladesh program to strengthen capacity of CSO in local policy advocacy and monitoring progress of WASH & IWRM while Budget Tracking is underscored one of the focused area, and Pre-budget and Open budget dialogues are two of the tracking events which are giving enormous ideas what is happening at ground. DORP is fully involved to develop capacity of CSOs through coaching as well as ourselves with new plans and using new tools. Engaging CSO members on Upazila WASH committee and Upazila IWRM Committee wa one of the successful intervention to talk on behalf of marginalised.
DORP has been implementing the RITU project in 53 Unions and 3 Municipalities under 8 Upazilas of Netrokona district. Upazilas are: Atpara, Kalmakanda, Kendua, Khaliajuri, Madan, Mohonganj, Netrokona Sadar and Purbodhala. The Project aims at reaching to 23155 school going girl students of 89 schools and 4615 parents. The project has been designed and leading by SIMAVI, the Netherlands and funded by the Embassy of Kingdom of the Netherlands (EKN).

DORP’s task in the project is improving WASH facilities for girls at schools and at home for which DORP is doing lobbying and advocacy with various Government Agencies to realize necessity of Menstrual Health friendly toilets through budget tracking modalities.

Main activities done-

a) Meeting with the students, teachers & School Management Committee members. b) Meeting, lobby and advocacy with Union Parishad, Department of Public Health Engineering (DPHE), Upazila Parishad & District Council. c) Follow up and Support for toilet establishment at school and households. d) Awareness meeting with the parents group members.

89 toilets for girls and 792 toilets for community have been established by their owner intervention.

**RiTU Project**

**At a Glance**

**Project Area:** 8 Upazila of Netrokona District

**Project Beneficiaries:** 27770 (23155 Girls Students and 4615 Parents Group members)

**Project Duration:** September 2016 to April 2019

**Project objective:** a) Establishment MHM friendly toilet for the girl students of the targeted schools. b) Raising awareness of the students, teachers & guardians about MHM (Menstrual Hygiene Management).
The overall goal of the project is “Contribute to build resilience and reduce well-being loss of climate change affected disadvantaged communities, and particularly vulnerable women and youth, in the disaster-prone areas of South West Bangladesh”.

Women and men living in the project areas are being aware of the situation and demand their WASH rights and benefits from improved WASH governance. They raise voice to increase year-round access to and use of safe drinking water, sanitation facilities and hygiene practices. Gradually we are achieving 10 indicators through 63 activities under outcome 1. As a result we are being able to succeed to meet our project objective. As per our Budget Tracking process, vulnerable women & youth gradually raising their voice for WASH rights as well as demand creation with the access in WASH meeting through good governance (LGIs). And ultimately improving WASH facilities as well as building resilience of South West Bangladesh through providing support for PSF (Pond Sand Filter) along with Union Parishad.
DORP initiated a pilot project to giving priority on inadequate water and sanitation facilities in the school, lack adequate water and sanitation services, lake of transparency, accountability and active participation in schools by the relevant service providers and actors. Integrity in school WASH: A Reality check Assessment, Bangladesh with the financial support from Water Integrity Network (WIN) from November 2017 and will continue December 2018. This project is being implementing in two upazilas, Bhola sadar under Bhola district and Ramgati under Laxmipur district based on hard to reach areas. Initially, the project selected 60 Schools and Madrasha for primary mapping. The intervention strategy and implantation process followed on Transparency Accountability and Participation (TAP) parameters to identify integrated approach in education, water, sanitation and hygiene, gender issues and budget. For improving WASH facilities for the students to create an enabling environment, budget tracking modalities among various stakeholders (Local Government Institutions-LGI i.e upazila parishad, union parishad, school management committee, education engineering department and local civil society). The project giving attention on improving and ensuring WASH facilities, increases girls participation and establish positive hygiene behaviors. Project also work on the circular issued by the Ministry of Education on June 2015 to the all secondary schools and madrasha which instructed 11 actions to follow in relation to WASH and Menstrual Hygiene Management (MHM) improvement in schools in all over the country.

At a Glance

**Project Area:** Bhola Sadar and Ramgati Upazila Under Lakshmipur  
**Project Beneficiaries:** 66342 students  
**Project Duration:** January 2017 to December 2019  
**Project objective:** Improved WASH status for school students.
Main target group of the project men, women, boys, girls, disabled and elderly who have often excluded from development process particularly as per their need & demand. They often treated as less priority and non-accessible group and have got minimum service of WASH facilities from service providing agencies and private sectors.

Activities of the project

1. Capacity development or Training with different stakeholders, 2. Conduct quarterly meeting with different stakeholders, 3. Half yearly Coordination Meeting and conduct Half yearly hygiene session by SACMO/Medical Officer of Health Clinic and coaching to youth group as change maker in Upazila and Municipalities, 4. Create platform and collaboration structure, 5. Prepare action plan and conduct awareness rising activities with Ward committees, Municipalities and word level representatives, 6. Track WASH Budget to strengthen and Social Accountability Mechanism, 7. Conduct lobby and advocacy, 8. Women economic empowerment on WASH market development, 9. Dissemination of WASH information, 10. Institutionalization of local government and other organization.
The Enrich (Shamriddhi) Program

At a Glance

**Project Area:** Razapur Union of Belkuchi Upazila under Sirajgonj District.
**Project Beneficiaries:** 9450 people.
**Project Duration:** January 2017 to December 2019 and ongoing
**Project Objective:** Poverty reduction and improving education & health status.
**Project Staff:** 69

The program is for poverty reduction through Health, Nutrition and Education activities and financed by PKSF. The program aims to facilitate the best utilization of the existing capabilities and resources of the poor households and at the same time, help to enhance both their capabilities and resources in order to enable them to come out of poverty circle and move ahead towards a life of human dignity.

**Activities of the Program:**
- a) Health programs.
- b) Social development work, like ring culverts, bamboo or wooden Shacco
- c) Beggar rehabilitation,
- d) Free sanitation materials,
- e) Enrich center house for social development and union ward coordination meeting,
- f) Providing tube well and latrine in religious and social Institutes.
- g) Vermin compost plan.
- h) Pre and Primary level school for non-school children
- i) Guardians meetings
- j) Sports and cultural program.
- k) Income generating and livelihood loan

The Program has increased the awareness among the community people on health and education issues. Taking care of health is increasing day by day through operation of satellite and daily static clinics. Drop out of school students reduced, use of safe drinking water (tube-well) and improved sanitation system increased.
Vulnerable group Development Program-VGD

At a Glance

**Project Area:** Laksmipur Sadar upazila and 6 Unions of Monohorganj, Cumilla.

**Project Beneficiaries:** 2208 Women

**Project Duration:** 1st March 2017 to 31st December 2018

**Objective of the Program:**

a) Improving the income earning capacity of VGD women.

b) Socially empowering them through training.

c) Compulsory savings for making capital.

**Activities of the Program**

a) Support services to the ultra-poor beneficiaries

b) Facilitate receiving monthly food ration

c) Conducting life skill & IGA training. Subjects; a) Entrepreneurship Development, b) Goat and Cow Rearing, c) Vegetable Gardening, d) Poultry Rearing.

d) Collection & management of savings. A VGD beneficiary’s compulsory savings per month is minimum TK.200. DORP Facilitators collect savings; give entry in the group ledger book and deposit to the bank (Sonali & NCC Bank) account. The account is operated jointly by Upazila Nirbahi Officer and Upazila Women Affairs Officer.

e) Access to credit (if needed)

f) VGD Women Groups are formed for facilitating their total development. The average group size consists of 25-30 members. Total group-74.
SAPNA is an integrated social safety net model based on five pillars. I. Health Nutrition and Birth Control Card, II. Education & Culture Card, III. Housing, Water & Sanitation, IV. Livelihood & employment, V. Savings, Micro Credit if required for the Maternity Allowance recipient mothers. It is a long term plan of a generation of 20 years to eliminate poverty from the country.

Maternity Allowance was first started in 2005 by DORP. Over the years it achieved significant success and the project was upgraded to SAPNA Package, centering mothers. From December 2010 to September 2012 the package was funded by AECID (Spanish Agency of International Cooperation Development) and Implemented by DORP.

Government of Bangladesh took over the evidence-based successful SAPNA project model of DORP in July 2014. 700 mothers came under the project. Directorate of Women Affairs implemented the project in the fiscal year 2014-2015 & 2015-2016 in 10 Upazilas. DORP was in supporting & coordinating role. Total budget amount was TK. 5.50 crore.

DORP is now in follow-up work of the program in all 10 Upazilas with its field workers.
Micro Finance Program

At a Glance

Project Area: Sirajgonj, Tangail, Kishoregonj, Chattogram & Barguna district.
Number of Branches: 15
Number of Members: 14822
Number of Beneficiaries (loanee): 9881

Objective of Program: To promote financial independence among the poors. DORP encourages all borrowers to become savers, so that their local capital can be converted into new loans to others.

‘Micro credit hope, towards self reliance’ with this slogan DORP started micro finance services (savings, credit, death claim insurance) through Barguna Branch from 2002, DORP’s target group members were poor, mostly women.

The branches are: Sirajgonj sadar, Belkuchi, Ullapara, Shahjadpur & Salnga under Sirajgonj district, Bhuapur, Zokarchar, Kalihati, Ghatail & Golpur under Tangail district. Kuliarchar, Kotiadi under Kishoregonj district, Bashkhali & Satkania under Chattagram district, Barguna sadar under Barguna district.

PKSF is the main financial partner of DORP microfinance. Besides that Bangladesh Bank and some other commercial banks also render loan facility for the program. Agricultural loan & enterpreneur (Business) loan are major fields. No collateral no legal instrument, no group guarantee, no joint liability is required for those, only peer support. Beside that Bangladesh bank housing loan are extend to the people for providing good housing.
Chapter 4: Livelihood and Resettlement Program

Padma Bridge Rail Link Project (PBRLP)

At a Glance

Project Area: Dhaka, Narayanganj, Munshiganj, Shariatpur, Madaripur and Faridpur Districts.

Project Beneficiaries: 5303 (Titled & Non-titled Aps)

Project Duration: 1st February 2017 to 31st July 2021

Objective of the Project: a) Assist CSC BR in implementation of Resettlement Action Plan of the Project. b) Assist the project Affected persons (AP) in getting compensation and project grant.

Padma Bridge Rail Link Project (PBRLP) of Bangladesh Railway is an investment Project of the Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh (GoB) and enlisted in the Fast Track Project list. The resettlement plan of the project is to assess and prepare documents on impacts as well as develop mitigation, compensation and rehabilitation measures to restore the assets and livelihood status of all persons affected by this project.

DORP is working as an implementing NGO for Resettlement activities of the project under supervision of Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC Cell), Corps of Engineers, Bangladesh Army.
Dhaka Environmentally Sustainable Water Supply Project (DESWSP)

**At a Glance**

**Project Area:** From Araihazar of Narayangonj to Baridhara, Dhaka City  
**Project Beneficiaries:** 4240 (Titled and Non-titled APs)  
**Project Duration:** a) March 2015 to August 2018 &  
   b) Extended September 2018 to June 2020.  
**Objective of the Project:** a) Assist WASA in implementation of Resettlement Action Plan of the Project.  
   b) Assist the project Affected Person (AP) in getting compensation and project grant.

DESWSP project is designed to collect raw water from the Meghna River, treat the water in a treatment plant at Gandharbupur, and supply the treated water to the Dhaka city dwellers, mostly in Uttara, Gulshan, Baridhara and North Badda, through the DWASA distribution system.

The principal aim is to enhance the use of raw surface water sources and thereby decrease reliance on abstraction of underground water.
Bangladesh Singapore 700 MW Coal Fired Power Plant

At a Glance

- **Project Area**: Matarbari Island of Moheshkhali Upazila, Cox’sbazar
- **Project Beneficiaries**: 3500
- **Project Duration**: December 2017 to May 2019
- **Objective of the Project**:
  a) Preparation of RAP
  b) Assisting Coal Power Authority in implementation of project Resettlement Action Plan,
  c) Assisting project affected people in getting compensation & top-up grant.

Government of Bangladesh has taken the project 700 MW Ultra Super-Critical Coal Fired Power Plant at Matarbari Island of Moheshkhali. The project is Financed by Government of Bangladesh. It will produce 700 MW electricity.

Coal Power Generation Company of Bangladesh Ltd (CPGCBL) under Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources is implementing the project.

DORP is entrusted with the responsibility of preparing the RAP of the project, implementation of its resettlement plan and facilitate the payments to the affected persons (APs) of the Project.
Chattogram-Feni-Bakhrabad Gas Transmission Parallel Pipeline Project (CFBGTPPP)

At a Glance

**Project Area:** From Sitakunda of Chattogram to Bakhrabad of Cumilla.

**Project Beneficiaries:** 3251

**Project Duration:** December 2017 to June 2019.

**Objective of the Project:**
- a). Assisting GTCL Authority in implementation of project Resettlement Action Plan,
- b). Assisting project affected people in getting compensation & top-up grant.

Gas Transmission Company Limited (GTCL) under Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources is implementing the project which is enlisted in the FastTrack Project list. The Project is designed for transmission of imported gas. DORP is entrusted to support the implementation of the Resettlement Plan as well as conducting additional social development activities for the Project affected persons.
Bangladesh Railway is constructing the Single Line Dual Gauge Railway Track from Dohazari to Cox's Bazar via Ramu. The Government of Bangladesh (GOB) will finance the Project through a loan from the Asian Development Bank (ADB).

Bangladesh Railway entrusted DORP with the responsibility to support in implementation of the LAP and Resettlement Action plan as well as to conduct additional social development activities related to the project.

The implementation of the RP is going on following the ADB safeguard Policy Statement and the Ordinance 1982 of the Government of Bangladesh.
Payra Sea Port Resettlement Project

At a Glance

**Project Area**: Kalapara Upazila, Patuakhali.
**Project Beneficiaries**: 4200
**Project Duration**: May 2018 to May 2020, 25 months.
**Objective of the Project**:
- a) Development sites for Resettlement of the APs.
- b) Preparation o Design Master plan and individual houses.
- c) Supervision of contract on work.
- d) Hand over the houses to the APs.

Government of Bangladesh has taken the project Payara Deep Sea Port at Kalapara, Pauakhali. The project is Financed by Government of Bangladesh.

Payara Port Authority under the Minisitry of Port & Shipping is implementation the Project.

DORP is entrusted with the responsibility of preparing the RAP of the project, implemention of its resettlement plan and facilitate the payments to the affected persons (APs) of the Project.
Training /ILRP Interventions for the AP’s of Payra Sea Port Project

At a Glance

**Project Area:** Kalapara Upazila, Patuakhali District.

**Project Beneficiaries:** 4200 Affected Persons

**Project Duration:** a. 2018, b. 25 months, (Agreement is under process of Signing)

**Total Staff:** 17

**Objective of the Project:**
- Identify the actual affected persons to enlist for ILRP Training.
- Identify training need for the APs.
- Organize ILRP Training for the APs.
- Support the APs in undertaking the livelihood options.
- Support the APs in establishing linkage with MFI and other business support organizations.

Government of Bangladesh has taken the ILRP Training intervention for all i.e 4200 affected people to help them in employment & eugage them as income generation activities.

DORP is entrusted to conduct ILRP training for those 4200 AP’s in different trades & vocations.

Initially in 2018 under an MOU with KIIT, Kalapara DORP arranged trade training on 4th trades. Trades are Driving, Masonry, Basic Computer, and Lathe machine. 136 trainees completed the courses.
Bangladesh Government constructed Railway track from Joydevpur to Jamtail Sirajgonj entitled as the Bangabandhu Bridge Link Railway Track Project. DORP was entrusted with the responsibility of organizing people living in the project area and giving them training on plantation, distribution of saplings and transplanting saplings beside the railway track. About 8000 people & Affected Persons were involved in the project and were given training on plantation & establishing nursery. Saplings were distributed among them for plantation in their houses. 1370 Project Affected Persons were directly involved in plantation of saplings beside the railway track. DORP successfully coordinated and implemented the project.

Now DORP is implementing the follow-up activities which will continue for more few years.
Unique Intervention for Quality Primary Education-UNIQUE-II

At a Glance

**Project Area:** 4 Upazilas of Bhola: Daulatkhan, Tajumuddin, Lalmohon & Borhanuddin

**Project office:** 1. Daulatkhan, 2. Lalmohon, 3. Tajumuddin.

**Project Beneficiaries:** Enrollment-8834, Mainstreaming-5383 Students

**Project Duration:**
1. January 2012 to September 2018
2. November 2018 to February 2019 (Mainstreaming Project)

**Project Objective:** To impart quality primary education to out-of-school and drop-out children particularly from the disadvantaged group

About the Project

DORP had been working on Formal and Non-Formal education with the financial assistance of BNFE and other Donors since 1993. DORP has made 1,49,963 people literate through 5441 centers of 47 Upazilas in the country during the last 25 years. In 2018 the major program under implementation was UNIQUE-II and UNIQUE II Mainstreaming Project.

UNIQUE II, a six years project started in January 2012. The Project has been implemented in Bhola district with the financial support of the European Union where Dhaka Ahsania Mission is the lead Organisation.

The Unique system of the project was the multigrade teaching learning approach. It also intends to provide pre-school as well as subject based remedial services to the slow learners of targeted Government primary schools. The UNIQUE project ended in September 2018.

The UNIQUE Mainstreaming Project is to work to enroll all students of the project in the Mainstream, i.e, Government or Non-government primary schools.
Administration, HR & Finance

DORP is working in development field for last 30 years. Dynamic leadership & commitment of the staff are the main strength of the organization. The deep-rooted vision of the organization is ‘poverty alleviation’, and total development of the poor & women folk. To achieve its mission DORP has its 3 man fromules- Administration, Human Resource & Training Management.

**Administration:** Administration department plays a vital role in running an organization with its rules, regulations & discipline. The department administers day to day actions, address problems and ensures discipline & effective management in all fields.

**General Information:** (a) Working area District 27, Upazila 71, (b) No.of Projects under implementation 16 (c) Project awarded in 2018, 1.Resettlement plan Implementation of the Payra Sea Port. 2.Training / ILRP Intervention Payra Sea Port, 3.Wash SDG, (d) Total working staff 458, (e.)Total No. Office Central-1 Field 43 = 44, (f) General Body Meeting in 2018, 01, (g) EC meeting 2018, 06, (h) Staff Monthly Meeting 2018, 05, (i) SMT Meeting 2018, 04

**Senior Management Team:** A Senior Management Team works with CEO & MS as Team Leader. Deputy Executive Director is in second tier. Other members are: a. Director F&A, b. Director RPM, c. Director, R&P d. Director MF. The team is the main staff body for policy framing, running management and implementation of the project activities.

**Human Resource:** Human Resource is the main strength of an organization. It keeps organization fit & active all the time. It produces leaders and workers of high skill, capacity and commitment.

In DORP Human Resource Development is a vital agenda as it focuses on the performance of the staff within the organization. This process involves Human Resource Planning, Recruitment, Orientation, Training, Performance appraisal, Communication, Compensation & Safety. DORP has its own Human Resource Management Manual and Action Plan for effective management of its staff.

**Training:** Training is an important factor for development of staff. DORP regularly conducts orientation, Training, Workshop etc for the staff with Annual schedule program and also on requirement basis.

### Affiliated/Partnership with other apex bodies/network/forum:
- Federation of NGOs in Bangladesh - FNB
- Sanitation & Water for All- SWA
- Water Supply & Sanitation Collaborative Council- WSSCC
- Coordinating Council for Human Rights in Bangladesh-CCHR
- People’s Health Movement -PHM Bangladesh Circle.
- Network on Health in-PRSP
- Bangladesh Shishu Adhikar Forum-BSAF
- Global Health Workforce Alliance
- Coastal Fisher Folk Community Network-COFCON
- Credit Development Forum-CDF
- PKSF partner -Organisation
- STI/ AIDS Network of Bangladesh
- Forum for Non-Formal Education Program-FONEP
- End Water Poverty- EWP
- National Char Alliance
- IWA International Water Association
- World Constitution and Parliament Association (WCPA)
## Financial Turnover at Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Annual Turn Over (in Taka &amp; US dollar)</th>
<th>Major Sources of Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Tk. 159,346,553</td>
<td>GoB, CSC, Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs, GTCL, SIMAVI, WIN, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, Dhaka WASA, HELVETAS, PKSF, Bangladesh Bank, Standard Bank, Meghna Bank &amp; Midland Bank, Payra sea port authority,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tk. 11,71, 66,695</td>
<td>GoB, CSC, Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs, GTCL, SIMAVI, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, Dhaka WASA, USAID, Save the Children, HELVETAS, GTCL-WB, BothEnds, Water Aid Bangladesh, PKSF, Bangladesh Bank, NCC Bank, Standard Bank &amp; Meghna Bank,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Tk. 11,11,81,462</td>
<td>GoB, CSC, Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs, GTCL, SIMAVI, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, Dhaka WASA, USAID, Save the Children, HELVETAS, GTCL-WB, BothEnds, Water Aid Bangladesh, PKSF, Bangladesh Bank, NCC Bank, Standard Bank &amp; Meghna Bank,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Tk. 13,50,25,890</td>
<td>GoB, Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs, SIMAVI, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, USAID, Save the Children, GTCL-WB, Both &amp; Ends, Water Aid Bangladesh, NCC Bank, Standard Bank &amp; Meghna Bank,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Tk. 14,99,84,664</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, PLCHEF-ADB, WEMOS, AECID, SIMAVI, AGRI-FOOD EU, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, USAID, Save the Children, GTCL-WB, CORDAID,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tk. 15,58,03,171</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, PLCHEF-ADB, WEMOS, AECID, SIMAVI, AGRI-FOOD EU, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, USAID, Save the Children, GTCL-WB, CORDAID,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Tk. 15,41,36,883</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, PLCHEF-ADB, WEMOS, AECID, SIMAVI, AGRI-FOOD EU, DAM-EU, Bangladesh Railway, USAID, Save the Children, GTCL-WB, CORDAID,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Tk. 16,34,32,488</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, ADB, WEMOS, AECID, UNICEF, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, EU, WB, Bangladesh Railway, Save the Children, GTCL,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Tk. 12,27,98,836</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, ADB, WEMOS, AECID, UNICEF, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, EU, WB,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Tk. 10,60,10,747</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, ADB, WEMOS, AECID, DRF, UNICEF, Manusher Jonno, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, EU, WB,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Tk. 7,56,57,847</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, WFP, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB, Manusher Jonno, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, SOCIAL WELFARE-UNDP, EU,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Tk. 6,50,07,844</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, JBRPL, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB, Manusher Jonno, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, SOCIAL WELFARE-UNDP,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Tk. 3,76,85,030</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, JBRPL, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB, Manusher Jonno, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, SOCIAL WELFARE-UNDP,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Tk. 4,23,89,688</td>
<td>GoB, PKSF, JBRPL, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB, Manusher Jonno, SIMAVI, BWDB-ADB, SOCIAL WELFARE-UNDP,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Tk. 3,60,24,014</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, JBRPL, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB, Manusher Jonno,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Tk. 7,12,63,748</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, JBRPL, ADP, CORDAID, WEMOS, HAP-UNICEF, SDF-WB,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Tk. 1,83,94,445</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, DFD, CORDAID, WFP, BKB, IFDC,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Tk. 2,73,27,961</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, DFD, CORDAID, WFP, BKB, IFDC,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Tk. 4,56,90,889</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, DFD, CORDAID, WFP, BKB, IFDC,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Tk. 5,55,67,380</td>
<td>GoB, JMB-A-PKSF, DFD, MEMISA, BILANCE, WFP, BKB, IFDC,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Tk. 4,12,41,294</td>
<td>GoB, MEMISA, BILANCE, CORDAID, Japan Embassy in Bangladesh, DFD, JMB-A-PKSF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Tk. 1,64,72,433</td>
<td>GoB, MEMISA, BILANCE, CORDAID, Japan Embassy in Bangladesh, DFD, JMB-A-PKSF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Tk. 82,59,175.2</td>
<td>GoB, MEMISA, BILANCE, France Embassy in Bangladesh, ADB,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 &amp; 1995</td>
<td>Tk. 1,56,27,370</td>
<td>CEC, GoB, WFP, ADB, MEMISA, CEBEMO, UDP, UNICEF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Tk. 38,00,506</td>
<td>CEC, GoB, WFP, France Embassy in Bangladesh, UNDP, UNICEF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-92 (July 91-June 92)</td>
<td>Tk. 2,06,203</td>
<td>GoB, WFP, UNICEF,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Report on Audit

KAZI ZAHIR KHAN & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
কাজী জাহির খান এন্ড কোং
চার্টার্ড অ্যাক্যুট্যাংচার্ড

Independent Auditors’ Report to the Executive Committee of
Development Organisation of the Rural Poor (DORP)
for the year ended 30 June, 2018

Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying Financial Statements of “Development Organisation of the Rural Poor (DORP), which includes the Consolidated Statement of Financial Statement, Consolidated Statement of Income & Expenditure and Consolidated Statement of Receipts & Payments for the year ended 30 June, 2018 together with notes thereto.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
DORP’s Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with Bangladesh Financial Reporting Standards (BFRS) and other applicable laws and regulations. The responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with the Bangladesh Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly in all material respects, the Statement of Financial Position of the Organisation as at 30 June, 2018 and its financial performance for the year then ended in accordance with Bangladesh Financial Reporting Standards (BFRS).

Further to our opinion in the above paragraph, we state that:

i. we have obtained all the information and explanations, which to the best of our knowledge and belief were necessary for the purpose of our audit, and made due verification thereof;

ii. in our opinion, proper books of account as required by law were kept by the management so far as it appeared from our examination of those books;

iii. the Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Income & Expenditure and Statement of Receipts & Payments dealt with by this report are in agreement with the books of account; and

iv. in our opinion, the said financial statements, prepared in accordance with Bangladesh Accounting Standards, bear a correct reflection of the financial status of the Organisation at the date and its operational results for the year ended on that date.

Dated: Dhaka
28 November, 2018

KAZI ZAHIR KHAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants.

Head Office: Shamsunnahar & Wazi Complex, 8th Floor, Suite-9A, 17/1, Pthakhana Road, Segun Bhabicha, Dhaka-1000. Tel: 57160824, Fax: +880-2-57160821, e-mail: kke_n@yahoo.com

Office: 281/3, Jatrabad (Sankotor), Ground Floor, West Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1207. Tel: 9124642, e-mail: mahmudzke@gmail.com
Development Organisation of the Rural Poor (DORP)

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
as at 30 June, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property &amp; Assets</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>30-06-2018</th>
<th>30-06-2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Assets</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45,632,974</td>
<td>47,379,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolving Credit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>183,952,473</td>
<td>153,445,723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advances against Salary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>341,656</td>
<td>349,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Loan (Motor Cycle &amp; Bi-Cycle)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>690,685</td>
<td>858,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash &amp; Bank Balances</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6,282,348</td>
<td>5,911,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12,552,544</td>
<td>11,365,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Property &amp; Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>251,452,680</strong></td>
<td><strong>219,308,971</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Represented by:

### Fund & Liabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund &amp; Liabilities</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>30-06-2018</th>
<th>30-06-2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fund</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>33,864,667</td>
<td>31,363,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revaluation Reserve</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>29,136,292</td>
<td>29,965,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORP Participatory Fund-DPF</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4,875,219</td>
<td>4,059,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Security Fund</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,532,426</td>
<td>1,649,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Savings</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>54,171,465</td>
<td>44,906,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan from PKSF, Bank &amp; Others</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>107,512,252</td>
<td>91,655,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal Loan Risk Fund</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,683,616</td>
<td>6,380,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Loss Provision (LLP)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,627,734</td>
<td>9,290,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for Audit Fees</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Fund &amp; Liabilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>251,452,680</strong></td>
<td><strong>219,308,971</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accounting policies and other notes form an integral part of the financial statements.

Director Finance & Admin.

CEO & Member Secretary

This is the Financial Position referred to in our report of even date.

Dated: Dhaka
28 November, 2018

KAZI ZAHIR KHAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants
Chapter 8: Media

Media, Communication & Publication
Ensure WASH services at school level

Speakers say at roundtable

Staff Correspondent

Speakers at a programme yesterday urged the government to allocate special funds for ensuring and maintaining toilets with menstrual hygiene management (MHM) facilities of WASH (water, sanitation and hygiene) services at schools.

Organization of the Rural Poor (DORP) and Menstrual Health Management Platform.

According to a baseline survey conducted with school girls in the northern district, 50 percent of them lacked awareness on menstruation.

The Daily Star

Canadian Parliament Member
Dolly meets DORP founder

THE ASIAN AGE OCTOBER 30, 2018

Associated Press

A Canadian parliamentarian, Dolly, who is a member of the Liberal Party, has been in Bangladesh to meet the leaders of the Organization of the Rural Poor (DORP), a local non-governmental organization (NGO) working for the welfare of the rural poor.
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Bangladeshi Delegate Team Participated World Parliament Summit in India

On the occasion of World Human Rights Day, on 10-11 December, the delegates from different countries joined the summit on ‘Building the World Parliament Conference 2018’ at O P Zindal Global University in Haryana. A total of 25 sessions were held including the inauguration of the conference. The founder and CEO of the renowned Bangladeshi non-government organization DORP and Gucci International Peace Prize winner AHM Nouman, ‘Mother Dream Foundation’ Vice-President and retired additional secretary Azhar Ali Talukder, Mother of Parliament coordinator Shamsun Nahar and media manager of dorp A H M Foysoul along with 17 delegate from Bangladesh participated in the summit. On the first day of the two-day long ceremony, in the main session on ‘Grass root Ma-Sangsad: Linking world parliament’, AHM presented the exercises of ‘maternity Allowance based dream package’ in Bangladesh. President of the Earth Foundation Dr. Glenn T. Martin (America) inaugurated the conference with lighting and prayer. In order to establish ‘world parliament’ in the protection of human rights, the constitution of different countries of the world highlighted as a model and framework of the transformed world system at the conference was highlighted. Master of ceremony Dr. Vijayan Sarthi (India), coordinator of ‘World Parliament’, spoke on ‘Women Empowerment’ and Dr. Yan Fry (Australia) spoke on ‘Good Governance Plan for All the People of the World’. O P Jindal Global University Vice Chancellor Prof. C. Raj Kumar gave the welcome address at the conference.
Pre-budget press conference
Leave no one behind
National WASH Budget Allocation 2018-19
13 May 2018 | Dhaka
FANSA Regional Workshop in Sri Lanka
27তম বার্ষিক সাধারণ সভার কার্য বিবরণী ও সিদ্ধান্তবলী

সভাপতির স্বাগত বক্ত্বা

সভার ওকোন সভাপতি জনার মো আজহার আলী তালুকদার, চেয়ারম্যান, ডিপসিস ও সভায় উপস্থিত ডিপসিস কার্যনির্বাহী পরিবহন ও সাধারণ পরিষদের সদস্যরা, অতিথিবাস ও ডিপসিস কেন্দ্রীয় কার্যালয়ের সমন্বিত কর্মকর্তারা। এ উপলক্ষে আয়োজিত জার্মানি সংবলন অনুষ্ঠান প্রধান অতিথি ছিলেন পিক-এসএফ এর ডিপসিস ডি.জীম উদিন।

বিশেষ অতিথি ছিলেন ডিপসিস উপদেষ্টা চিত্রকর ও নিরাপদ সড়ক চাই আনোলেনের প্রধান ইনিয়াস কাঞ্জন।

কর্মসূচী

1. স্বাগত বক্ত্বা।
2. 27তম বার্ষিক সাধারণ সভার কার্যবিবরণী পাঠ ও অনুমোদন।
3. ২০১৭-২০১৮ সালের অদিষ্ট রিপোর্ট উপস্থাপন।
4. ২০১৮-২০১৯ সালের অদিষ্ট ফার্ম তালিকাভুক্তকরণ।
5. ডিপসিস কার্যকর্ম উপস্থাপন।
6. অতিথিবাসের বন্ধু/আলোচনা।
7. ব্যবহারের সূচনা কার্যকর্মের পুরস্কার বিতরণ।
8. জার্মানি সংবলন ও সমান্তরাল বিতরণ।
9. ডিপসিস মূল্য হবে সি ইয়ার ২০১৮ এর সমান্তরাল হারতার।
10. প্রধান অতিথির বক্ত্বা।
11. সভাপতি কর্তৃক ধন্যবাদ জাপান ও সমাগত।

Materials of DORP AGM-2018

Chapter 9: AGM

Minutes of DORP AGM-2018

27th Annual General Meeting

Date: 1st December 2018

DORP Home, Dhaka

Development Organization of Rural People

Connecting the Dots of Rural Development
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৪. ২০১৮-১৯ সালের অফিটার নিয়োগ

জনাব মেহিদুল উদ্দিন আহমেদ, কোয়াকাত হল ২০১৮-১৯ সালের জন্য তিনটি অফিটার (সিএ) নিয়োগ দেওয়া হয়। কোয়াকাত হলে- ১. আজিজ হালিম খায়ের ক্ষেত্রে এক পর্যায় ২. মোহাম্মদ খায়ের ক্ষেত্রে এক পর্যায়।

৫. ডেব-এর সারিক ও চলামনার কার্যক্রম

মোহাম্মদ গোয়ারের হাসান, ডিভিডি ও পরিচালক আরোপিত ডেব-র লক্ষণ, উদ্দেশ্য, সারিক পরিচিতি, রমণী চলামনা কার্যক্রম এবং Strategic Plan (২০১৬-২০) স্বাগতম আহামাই ২০২০ পর্যন্ত সহকর্মীর আসরকর্মনুসমন ও পাঠারকার মাধ্যমে উপস্থাপন করে।

রচনা নিয়ে তিনি বলেন, ডেব DORP বাংলাদেশ শিক্ষা ও জ্ঞানকের প্রতিনিধি সম্পর্কে আলোচনা করেন। তিনি বলেন, ডেব ৩দিনের Strategic Plan এবং ৪টি Thematic Area' এর পিরিবার সমন্বয় আলোচনা করেন। তিনি বলেন ডেব-র উদ্দেশ্য হয়েছে দর্শনীয় দুরু করা।

এ উদ্দেশ্যে সামনে রাখেন ২০১৮ সালের মে মাসের ২৭ টি প্রশ্ন বাংলাদেশ মাধ্যমে দর্শনীয় করেছেন। ২০২২ সালের মধ্যে আমাদেরকে আলোচনা করা একটি অর্থ ছয় পয়নী করার কাছে সূচনা দেন।

দৃষ্টিগৃহীত কার্বন পাঠারকার কার্যক্রম তুলনাতে ডেব-র অর্থ সহকর্মীর আসরকর্মনুসমন কাছে সূচনা দেন। ডেব ক্ষেত্রে সহকর্মীর পাঠারূপ করার কাছে সূচনা দেন।

প্রকাশকপুরীর কাছে একটি পাঠারূপ সম্পর্কে আলোচনা করেন। তিনি বলেন, আমাদের কাজের ভাস্মকন্ত হ্রাস হয়েছে।

৬. অচিন্তিতের আলোচনা

সাতটি ডেব DORP পরিষদ সম্পর্কে মোর শাহদাত হেদেন ডেব-এর হিসাবে এই বিষয়ে কোয়াকাত হলে আলোচনা করেন। তিনি বলেন, ডেব DORP ক্ষেত্রে সহকর্মীর পাঠারূপের প্রশ্নাস্বরূপ করেন।

চলামনা মোর শাহদাত হেদেন ডেব DORP ক্ষেত্রের আলোচনা করেন।

তাত্ত্বিক পাঠারূপ সম্পর্কে মোর শাহদাত, ডেব DORP হিসাবে এই বিষয়ে কোয়াকাত হলে আলোচনা করেন।

রচনাগুলো নিয়ে তাত্ত্বিক আলোচনা করেন।
৭. কাজের সেরা কর্মীদের পুরস্কৃত করা

ডরপ ২০১৭ থেকে কর্মীদের প্রশংসনীয় কাজের সীমিতি হিসেবে অনুষ্ঠানিকভাবে পুরস্কৃত করে আসছে। এ বছরের ২০১৮ সালের জন্য ৪ জনকে ‘ডরপ সেরা কর্মী ২০১৮’ হিসেবে মনোনীত ও পুরস্কৃত করা হয়। এসব কর্মীরা হলেন:

১. মোঃ সুকুমার চৌধুরী

পদবী: উপজেলা কো-অফিসিয়েন্ট, যাতা, ওয়াটার ও স্যানিটেশন, মোরেলগঞ্জ, বাগেরহাট।

১২ ফেব্রুয়ারী ২০৫৫ ডরপ এ যোগ দেন। এরপর থেকে সংস্থার পালন, যাতা, স্যানিটেশন এসব ক্ষেত্রে বিভিন্ন প্রক্রিয়া কাজ করেন। তিনি নিজস্ব সাথে দায়িত্ব পালন, শুধুমাত্র, সততা এবং কাজের প্রতি আজ্ঞার আস্থায় দৃঢ় স্থাপন করেন। সাধারণত তিনি অত্যন্ত পরিশ্রমী। স্থানীয় পর্যায়ে তিনি দক্ষতার সাথে অন্তঃসাধারণ কর্মী করেন। এসব কাজের সীমিতি ক্ষমতাতে ডরপ সেরা কর্মী ২০১৮ নির্বাচন ও পুরস্কৃত করা হয়।

২. সাবিহানাজ সিদ্ধিকী

পদবী: স্কুল এড কমিউনিটি অর্গানাইজেশন, ঝড়ু এক্সকার, কর্মীঃ পূর্ববর্তী, নেকেলগাঁ।

তিনি ১৯৯৮ সালে ডরপ এ যোগ দেন। দীর্ঘ বিশ বছর যে সকলকের সাথে ডরপ এর বিভিন্ন প্রক্রিয়াকে কাজ করেন। তিনি নিজস্ব সাথে দায়িত্ব পালন, শুধুমাত্র, সততা এবং কাজের প্রতি আজ্ঞার আস্থায় দৃঢ় স্থাপন করেন। তিনি একজন পরিশ্রমী ও নিবেদিত কর্মী। তিনি দক্ষতার সাথে মাত্র পর্যায়ে কাজ করেন। এসব কাজের সীমিতি ক্ষমতাতে ডরপ সেরা কর্মী ২০১৮ নির্বাচন ও পুরস্কৃত করা হয়।

৩. মোঃ আজহারুল ইসলাম

পদবী: ক্রেডিট অফিসার, হাইকোয়ার্নিং, কর্মীঃ সিরাজপুর সদর শাখা।

অক্টোবরের ২০১৮ পর্যন্ত লেন আউটস্টার্ডিং: ৫৬,৪৪,৯৪৬ টাকা।

সদস্য সংখ্যা: ৫০৩।

পরিপূর্ণতা: ৩২৩।

সময়: ২১,০২,৬৬৯ টাকা।

আদায় হার: ৯৯.৫৪%।

২৮ নভেম্বর ২০১৫ ডরপ এর হাইকোয়ার্নিংয়ে যোগ দেন। তিনি অত্যন্ত নিয়মনীতিী অনুসরণ, নির্দিষ্ট ও সততার সাথে নিজ কাজ করেন। তিনি দক্ষতার সাথে মাত্র পর্যায়ে অন্তঃসাধারণ চালান।

এসব কাজের সীমিতি ক্ষমতাতে ডরপ সেরা কর্মী ২০১৮ নির্বাচন ও পুরস্কৃত করা হয়।

৪. মোঃ আব্দুল আজিজ

পদবী: পুনর্বাসন কর্মী, পদা সেক্টর সমূহ প্রক্রিয়া।

কর্মীঃ হাসানাবাদ সাব অফিসো, মুঘলগঞ্জ ডিজিটাল ক্যাস্ট।

১লা ফেব্রুয়ারি ২০১৭ ডরপ এর পদা সেক্টর সমূহ প্রক্রিয়া যোগ দেন। তিনি ২০০৪ সাল থেকে সংস্থার বিভিন্ন পুনর্বাসন প্রক্রিয়া কাজ করেন। তিনি কাজের অত্যন্ত অনুপস্থিতি, নির্দিষ্ট ও সততার সাথে কাজ করেন। সাহিত্যভাবে তিনি অত্যন্ত পরিশ্রমী। মাত্র পর্যায়ে তিনি দক্ষতার সাথে দায়িত্ব মাননি করেন। এসব কাজের সীমিতি ক্ষমতাতে ডরপ সেরা কর্মী ২০১৮ নির্বাচন ও পুরস্কৃত করা হয়।

প্রতিনিধিত্ব সিদ্ধান্ত: সাহিত্য একলাম ও পর্যায়ে নিবেদিত কর্মী।
8. জার্যাপতি সমাজনা হস্তান্তর পর্ব

১. মারিয়া বেগম ও রাফিক খাঁ, জার্যাপতি (পশ্চিম), গোপালগঞ্জ।

অনুমতি প্রদান:- মারিয়া বেগম বলেন, তিনি কখনই অপা করেননি যে তিনি এই প্রাঙ্গনে অসাধ্য পারেন। তিনি ৩৫০ টাকা করে ২৪ মাস ভাত পেয়েছেন। ডাক্তারের পরামর্শ অনুযায়ী স্বাভাবিক বাচার জন্য দিয়েছেন। এই টাকা পাওয়ার পূর্বে তারা থেকে তিনি স্বাভাবিক সংস্কার জন্য দিয়েছেন। তিনি বলেন, ডরুপ এর জন্য এই আমি ফাঁকি, শ্বশুর-শ্বাকুড়ি, প্রতিস্থাপিত সকলের চোখে সমানিত হয়েছি। এক্ষণে তিনি ডরুপকে ধন্যবাদ জানান এবং বলেন, তারমতো সকল পরিবার মা যোন্তা গ্রান হয়ে সমাজে নিজেকে প্রতিষ্ঠিত করতে পারে।

২. সালমা খাতুন ও আতিফ রহমান (পশ্চিম), মেহেরপুর।

অনুমতি প্রদান:- পশ্চিম মা সালমা খাতুন বলেন, তাই তার সাথে অভাব ছিল। কিশ্র স্বপ্ন প্যাকেজের আওতাতুল্য হয়ে তিনি পুষ্টিকর খাবার ও ডাক্তারের পরামর্শ পেয়েছেন। জীবন্তায়নের উপকরণ হিসেবে যে পর্যায়ে পেয়েছিলেন তা অতী মাস লাল পালন করে ৫০ টাকা ট্যাক্সর নির্দেশ করে ঘোষণা করিয়েছিলেন। খাদ্য কার্ড নিয়ে হাসপাতালে গেলে চিকিৎসা পান। তিনি বলেন, ডরুপ ও সকলের মাঝে পরিবার মাঝের ত্রুটি করে বললেন পালন করেন। খাঁটা কার্ড নিয়ে হাসপাতালে গেলে চিকিৎসা পান। তিনি বলেন, ডরুপ ও সকলের মাঝে পরিবার মাঝের ত্রুটি করে একাধিক কর্তা আমি চাই।

৯. ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার

ডরুপ ২০১৬ সাল থেকে “ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার” সমাজনা প্রদান করে আসেন।

২০১৬ সালে “ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার” সমাজনায় ভূষিত হন মাননীয় প্রধান মন্ত্রীর রাজনীতিক উদ্যোক্তা জানা এইচ.টি. ইমাম।

২০১৭ সালে “ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার” সমাজনায় ভূষিত হন বাংলাদেশ এসেমিবিশন অব বাংলাদেশ এর প্রাণ চেয়ারম্যান জানা মোহাম্মদ নূরুল আলম।

২০১৮ সালের “ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার” মনোনীত করা হয়, ডরুপ এর উপদেষ্টা জনব ইনিয়ারা কায়লান। তার হাতে ২০১৮ সালের ডরুপ মান অব দি ইয়ার সমাজনা তুলে দেন সত্য সমাজ প্রাণ অতিথি ভূমিকা করে।

জনাব ইলিয়াস কায়লান তার বক্তব্যে ডরুপর কামরূপে সত্য প্রকাশ করেন। মানব কল্যাণের কাজে ডরুপ রহস্য সুনম অন্তর্ভুক্ত হয়। তাকে সমানিত করায় ডরুপ-কে ধন্যবাদ জানান।

১০. প্রধান অতিথির বক্তব্য

সকলকে সলাম ও ভূঁজে জানিয়ে তিনি বলেন, ডরুপ পিকেএসএফ এর সাথে যুক্ত হয়েছে। তাদের কাজ করার জন্য সকলকে তৈরী করতে হবে। নিজেদের দুর্লভতাগুলো চিহ্নিত করতে হবে। সেই অনুযায়ী কর্মকপরিকল্পনা তৈরি করতে হবে। ব্রহ্মাংলের সকলকে অনিল করতে হবে। পিকেএসএফ এর সহযোগী হিসেবে নিজেদের দূর্বলতাগুলো চিহ্নিত করতে হবে। সেই অনুযায়ী কর্মকপরিকল্পনা তৈরি করতে হবে। ব্রহ্মাংলের সকলকে অনিল করতে হবে।

নিজেদের সমন্বয় শুরু হয়। একজনকে প্রশিক্ষণ দিয়েছেন তাদের মধ্যে এইচএম নোমান একজন।

বক্তব্য শেষে প্রধান অতিথি একটি হিজি ও একটি স্টেশ উপহার দেয়া হয়।

৭. সমাপনী বক্তব্য

মো আজহার আলী তালুকোর, চেয়ারম্যান, ডরুপ, তার বক্তব্যে মোহাম্মদ যোগারের হাসান এর ডরুপ এর স্বাধীন কার্যকরমের উপর পাওয়ার পয়ন্ত প্রেসেংশনের প্রশংসা করেন। তিনি জনাব শাহজাহানী ও শামুরার খানের দাতার সাথে সহযোগ প্রকাশ করেন এবং বলেন “ডরুপ” প্যাকেজের প্রত্যাশা হিসেবে জনাব এইচএম নোমানকে রাষ্ট্রীয়ভাবে সমাজনা প্রদান করার কাজ উদ্বোধন দেন। তিনি উপস্থিত সকলকে আত্মীয় ধন্যবাদ জানিয়ে শুভ শেষ করেন।
Established: 2016

Is a training institute supported by DORP. It arranges technical and specialized training on Resettlement Development and Rights. It aims at development of human resources and their employment.

Training Course Conducted: 4 (four)
Total Trainees: 83
Participants: 1st batch 26, 2nd base-17, 3rd batch-18, 4th batch-22 Subjects for coaching

Resettlement Subject
- Compensation & other grants/benefits for affected persons.
- Help for the EP’s in getting payments.
- Role of NGO & Resettlement worker in RP implementation

Development & Livelihood subjects
- Socio-Economic Survey.
- Preparation of EP file, EC card, ID card etc.
- Socio-Economic Development, ways & paths.
- Identification of Livelihood Activities.
- Trade wise Group Formation.
- Process of Implementation of training program

Rights subject
- Human Rights.
- Hazards Relating to project implementation activities.
- Women & Child trafficking.
- Public Health, STD/HIV/AIDS etc.
- Gender/Women Development

FIDIC
- Quality Integrity
- Sustainability

Chapter 10: DORP Training Institute

At a Glance
Our Friends & Wellwishers

Dear DORP Team,

Thank you for the warm welcome! It is a pleasure to work with your organisation and your dedicated staff in our Ritu Programme. We are looking forward to many more years of collaboration.

Yours sincerely,

Hilda Alberda, SIMAVI
## DORP Ongoing Projects 2017-2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Project/Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>Funding Agencies</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities/Major works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
• Base line Survey & Social Mapping  
• Community mobilization  
• Conducting pedagogy Training,  
• Enrollment the drop out and out of school children for non-formal primary education  
• Mainstreaming of NFPE learners  
• Organize School Improvement Programme  
• Developing contingency plan for disaster management  
• Conducting parents schools for socio economic development. |
| 02 | UNIQUE Mainstreaming Project              | From November 2018 to February 2019    | Amounting Tk. 22,91,675      | Lead DAM, financed by EC                  | Bhola-coastal area Daulatkhan Tazumuddin, Lalmohan & Borhanuddin | • Helping the CLC students to enroll them in the formal Govt. Schools.  
• Handing Over CLC’s to the Management Committee |
| 3  | Matribandhu Nouman Academy                | From 2013 to continue                  | Own Resource                 | Own Resource                             | Bhabaniganj of Laksmipur district | • Provide pre-primary education and primary education of class one  
• Arranging Ma-Somabesh to aware them about children's hygiene, education, child care etc. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Funding Amount</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- Lobby and advocacy meeting with WASH/IWRM service providers.  
- Pre-budget and Open budget dialogue at Union Parishad.  
- Operationalisation of Water Rules by sharing at Upazila IWRM and WASH Committee.  
- Petition submission to DPHE, BWDB, and LGED and get Feedback.  
- Conduct Workshop for duty bearers (BWDB, DPHE, LGIs) to identify Best Practices.  
- Organize sharing and learning meetings with stakeholders: DPHE, LGED, BWDB, DAE.  
- CSOs meeting with Upazila Parishad WASH Public Health, Sanitation and Pure Water Supply committee for addressing WASH rights for excluded people. |
| 05 | Ritu Project                                                                        | September 2016 to April 2019 | Amounting Taka 2,25,85,400/- | SIMAVI The Netherlands | Netrokona district.  
Upazilas:  
1. Sadar,  
2. Atpara,  
3. Mohanganj,  
4. Madan,  
5. Kalmakanda,  
6. Kendua,  
7. Purbadhala And  
8. Khaliajuri | Project aims to promote improved menstrual Hygiene among school going girls. Works are:  
1. Selection of schools  
2. Formation of Ritu students forums  
4. Coordination with GOB officials & WASH related Stakeholders.  
5. Campaign among the school authority and students. |
| 06. | Panijibani-Water is Life |  
| - | November 2016 to December 2017.  
| - | January to December 2018 |  
| Amounting Taka 88,25,666/- | HELVETAS Swiss Interco operation | Morelgonja sub-district of Bagerhatand Kayra & paikgacha sub-district of Khulna |  
| 1. Activation of Union WASH Committees  
2. Formation of WASH Budget Monitoring club and facilitation for activation  
3. Establishment of Mothers Parliament and arranging regular meeting  
4. Supporting target people in getting safe water. |

| 07. | Integrity in School WASH | January 2017 to December 2019 | Euro-24,997 BDT= 22,49,688 | Water Integrity Network-WIN | Bhola Sadar & Ramgoti Upzila |  
| - |  
| 1. Imitate tool adaption process  
2. Selection of school finalized  
3. TOT for DORP staffs & others partners  
4. Reviewed policy documents & finalized  
5. Participatory assessments & FGDs in school launched.  
6. Multi stakeholders consultant in upazilas  
7. Data analysis  
8. Stakeholders water week presentation  
9. Country level advocacy workshop  
10. Final report completed. |

**Economic Program**  

<p>| 08. | Enhancing Resources &amp; Increasing Capacities of Poor Households towards Elimination of their Poverty (ENRICH)/ (Shamriddhi Program) | From July 2015 &amp; ongoing | Amounting Tk. 54,50,590 (FY-2018-2019) | Pally Karma Sahayak Foundation (PKSF) | Razapur Union (Belkuci, Sirajgonj) |<br />
| - |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From/To Period</th>
<th>Amounting</th>
<th>Ministry/Department</th>
<th>Implementation Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td><strong>Laksimnup sadar and Monohargon upazila</strong></td>
<td>May 2012 – December 2016</td>
<td>Tk. 12,99,083</td>
<td>Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs and WFP</td>
<td>Provide Training on live skills &amp; IGA Development (VGD) - Food Support Coordination, Women Empowerment, Savings, &amp; Credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2</td>
<td><strong>Ministry of Women &amp; Children Affairs and WFP</strong></td>
<td>March 2017 – December 2018</td>
<td>Tk. 5,50,00,000</td>
<td>Department of Women Affairs</td>
<td>Support and coordinating with concerned different Ministry/Stakeholders, Dept of Women Affairs in implementing Maternal AllowanceMothers for SAPNA package selection i.e. Health, Nutrition Birth Card, Education and Cultural Card, Housing and Sanitation, Livelihood income generating inputs, Savings and Microcredit, if needed; Couple Training; PPPP implementation, Organizing Ma Sangsad Coordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td><strong>Microfinance Program: Jagoron (RMC), University of Dhaka (UPP), and Agrosor (SL)</strong></td>
<td>August 2004 – ongoing</td>
<td>Outstanding Tk. 230,25,4978 in December 2018</td>
<td>Pally Karma Sahayak Foundation (PKSF) and NCC Bank, Meghna Bank Ltd., Standard Bank Ltd., Midland Bank Ltd., and Bangladesh Bank</td>
<td>Provide micro-enterprise credit to the entrepreneurs, Poverty alleviation and sustainability for the poor specially women who live in the Village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Project Title</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Amounting</td>
<td>Implementing Agency</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Low Cost Housing for the Rural Poor</td>
<td>From November 2003 &amp; ongoing</td>
<td>Amounting Tk.43,00,000</td>
<td>Bangladesh Bank-GoB</td>
<td>Kuliarchar, Katiadi, Ghatail, Kalihati, Gopalpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DORP Green Energy Program</td>
<td>May 2014 &amp; ongoing</td>
<td>Amounting Tk. 4,27,000</td>
<td>DORP &amp; Rahimafroz</td>
<td>5 Upazila’s of Bhol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Padma Bridge Rail Link Project- PBRLP</td>
<td>From 1st February 17 to July 2021</td>
<td>Amounting Taka 19,64,86,843</td>
<td>Bangladesh Railway</td>
<td>Dhaka, Narayanganj, Munshigonj, Shariatpur, Madaripur, Faridpur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dhaka Environmentally Sustainable Water Supply Project (DESWSP)</td>
<td>From 1st March 2015 to 31st August 2018, September 2018 to June 2020</td>
<td>Amounting Tk. 6,71,72,000 Amounting Tk. 3,50,09751 Total= 7,82,70,717</td>
<td>Dhaka WASA &amp; ADB</td>
<td>Araihazar &amp; Rupganj Upazila of Narayanganj district and Demra &amp; Gulshan Thana of Dhaka district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Project Description</td>
<td>Time Period</td>
<td>Amount (BDT)</td>
<td>Company/Proprietor Details</td>
<td>Services Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Updating RAP & RAP disclosure  
Identification of Entitled Persons;  
Assisting to LA Process;  
Joint Verification & valuation of Property;  
Issuance of ID Cards  
Disbursement of compensation additional grants;  
Assistance to APs in Grievance redress procedures;  
Assisting APs in the process of relocation & resettlement;  
Preparation of Management Information System;  
Conducting the Livelihood Restoration program |
| 17. | Chattogram-Feni- Bakhrabad Gas Transmission Parallel Pipeline Project                | December 2017 to June 2019.  | 1,12,17,402  | GTCL, ADB Chattogram: 2 Upazila, Sitakunda & Mirersarai Feni: 2 Upazila-Feni & Chhagalnaiya Cumilla: 7 Upazila | Information campaign  
Updating RAP & RAP disclosure  
Identification of Entitled Persons;  
Assisting in LA Process;  
Joint Verification & finalization of valuation of Property;  
Issuance of ID Cards  
Disbursement of compensation additional grants;  
Assistance in APs in Grievance redress procedures;  
Assisting APs in the process of relocation & resettlement;  
Preparation of Management Information System;  
Conducting the Livelihood Restoration program |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Amounting</th>
<th>Implementing Agency</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18  | Dohazari-Cox’s Bazar Railway Track Construction Project                             | 21 November 2016 | 08 February 2017 | 8,29,29,679/ | Bangladesh Railway & ADB | Chattogram and Cox’s Bazar district. | - Project information campaign  
- Resettlement Plan (RP) updating  
- Land Acquisition and Resettlement Process Preparation and implementation.  
- Identification of entitled persons and issuance of identify cards.  
- Assistance to EPs during relocation and finding replacement land  
- Assistance to DCRTCP for helping affected families in rehabilitation and livelihood restoration. |
- Supervision of construction work of the buildings  
- Resettle the PAP’s & handover buildings to the PAPs  
- Conducting trade-based Training for restoration of livelihood of the PAPs. |
| 20  | Payra ILRP Training                                                                | 5 March 2019 to 30 June 2019 | 4200 PAP of Kalapara, Patuakhali | 1,84,92,930 | Payra sea port Authority | Conducting trade-based Training for restoration of livelihood of the PAPs |  
| 21  | Plantation & Social Afforestation in the Railway Track & Distribution of Sapling to the PAPs of JBRLP | From Jun’01 to Dec’ 10 & Continuing | 8000 PAPs of Bhuapur-Joydevpur | 92,45,000 | JBRLP – Bangladesh Railway-ADB |  
- Plantation of 100 km railway track both side, distribution of saplings  
- Conducting training  
- Awareness creation for nursery development. |
### Lobbing / Advocacy / Monitoring / Networking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 01: (2 years-Short Term)</td>
<td>Maternity Allowance to the Poor Mother</td>
<td>Start from 2005 &amp; by the Govt. 2007 and Continuing Start from 2009 to 2012 by AECID &amp; started by Govt. from 2014 &amp; continuing</td>
<td>For increasing numbers of mothers &amp; the budget</td>
<td>Lobbing and advocacy for Govt. resources increasing under NNSSP</td>
<td>Nationwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 02: (3 years-Medium Term)</td>
<td>Maternity Allowance Centered SAPNA Package</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 03: (15 years-Long Term- Self Reliant)</td>
<td>Self Propelling SAPNA fulfillment by 20 years of a generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 04:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Selection Criteria Overview
  - Pregnant with her first or second child
  - At least 20 years of age
  - Total household monthly income below Tk. 1500
  - Poor mother of a female headed household
  - Family with disability
  - Owning no land holdings other than their homestead
  - Owning no productive assets, such as agricultural land, livestock etc.

- Maternity Allowance for the poor mothers revisiting for SAPNA package winning.
- Assist to provide Health, Nutrition, Birth Control Card
- Education and Cultural Card
- Housing and Sanitation
- Livelihood income generation inputs
- Savings, Plantation & Micro-credit, if needed
- Promoting Mother’s Parliament
- Public-Poor-Private Partnership enhancement
- Reducing Hassle of poor rural women
- Ensuring Transparency & Accountability
- Ensuring Fair selection of mothers
- Disseminating proper information
- Dissemination of Health related information
- Establishing a monitoring system
- Voter education
- Organizing voter for union council election
- Election observation
- Supporting awareness & civil society activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22. Establish IT Centering Mothers for Poverty Resistance</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Own resources</td>
<td>Nationwide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Basic Rights Forward Establishing Human Rights</td>
<td>CCHR/BMSP</td>
<td>CCHR/BMSP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DORP Completed Project up to 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Project/Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Budgeting</th>
<th>Funding Agencies</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities/Major works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01 | Accelerating Health Village: WASH Monitoring Perspective | From 1 February 2016 to 15 December 2016 | Amounting Tk. 48,81,930 | SMAVI-The Netherlands  | BorgunaSadar; Fakirhat, Ramgati, SirajganjSadar, Kuliarchar, Bhuapur | • Campaign & promotion by WASH day observation, WASH related Banner display, Information board, Wash Message dissemination  
• WASH Service Monitoring by Health village group discussion, Health village representative meeting with UP/DPHE, School WASH monitoring, Menstrual Hygiene education to School students, Improve sanitation facilities.  
• Lobby and Advocacy by Sanitation, Water supply & sewerage standing committee meeting, UDCC meeting, Consultation & Advocacy meeting, TV Talk show, Write up Daily News paper.  
• WASH Budget Monitoring by WASH Budget Monitoring club meeting, Pre-Budget Dialogue, Open Budget Dialogue, Public Hearing, Hygiene promotion, Awareness buildup, Community mobilization & capacity building of community people.  
• Addressing Right to Water and Sanitation: Voice of Mother Parliament |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Project/Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Budgeting</th>
<th>Funding Agencies</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities/Major works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 02 | Strengthening Partnerships, Results and Innovation in Nutrition Globally (SPRING) | From October 2012 to September 2016                                      | Amounting Tk. 10,22,73,548 | USAID through Save the Children Bangladesh | Magura, Magura Sadar Narail Narail Sadar, Kalia Bhola Bhola Sadar, Daulat Khan, Lalmohon, Tajumuddin, Borhanuddin, Charfashion and Monpura | • Reduce the Stunting in Bangladesh through improving the nutritional status of the Pregnant women, Lactating mothers and Children under 2  
• Formation of Farmer Nutrition Schools (FNS) for HFP and ENA/EHA  
• Conduct training on ENA/EHA for Health & Family Planning and Agriculture Extension department front line staff.  
• Mentoring and supportive supervision of delivery of key ENA/EHA messages during MOA Contacts and home visits  
• Distribute seeds and provide technical supports among the FNS members for Homestead Food production (establishment of Homestead vegetable gardens, Practices appropriate Poultry and Aquaculture techniques among the SPRING FNS members)  
• Upazila level monthly meetings between SPRING and implementing partners and partner NGOs and government counterparts for better coordination to ensure the sustainability of the SPRING activities |
| 03 | Follow-up the WAB supported ‘Addressing Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) in Southwestern Bangladesh (WASHplus)’ | From 16th November 2015 to 15th November 2016                            | Amounting Tk. 462,240.00 | Water Aid Bangladesh                      | Charfession Upazila under Bhola district     | • Follow-up-  
• Hygiene sessions of mothers’ group  
• CDF’s meeting on WASH scenario  
• Promotion of hand washing device  
• Use and maintenance of HH latrines  
• Operation and maintenance of water points  
• Continuation of school WASH programmes  
• Promotion of SaTo pans by the LSEs  
• Utilization of the trained mechanics |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Project/Program</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Budgeting</th>
<th>Funding Agencies</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Activities/Major works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Dhaka Water Supply Sector Development Project (DWSSDP)</td>
<td>1st November 2013 to 31st January 2016</td>
<td>Amounting Tk. 38,08,400</td>
<td>Dhaka WASA &amp; ADB</td>
<td>Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA) 1001 to 1010 (Rokeya Sharoni to Mirpur-12)</td>
<td>• Assist conjunction with the DMC contractors; • Advice residents and take mitigation measures to disseminate the information about the road closures and the alternative arrangements; • Prepare the list of the potential APs of the project. • Issue ID card for each AP considered entitled for compensation; • Develop and keep updated a database recording the APs and status of compensation payment; • Ensure compensation payment by the PMU to each AP and • Keep the DMC and PPM informed and coordinates all field workers, sub meetings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Preparation of safeguard monitoring report for implementation of RPs to comply with ADB’s safeguard policy for the Gas Transmission Pipeline projects.</td>
<td>2nd October 2014 to 1st April 2016</td>
<td>Amounting Tk. 11,28,800</td>
<td>GTCL &amp; ADB (Loan 2188-BAN)</td>
<td>Group A: I) Monoharod-Dhanua and Elenga-East Bank of Bangabandhu Bridge and II) Bonpara-Rajshahi Group B: I) Hatikumur-Bheramara and II) Bheramara-Khulna</td>
<td>• Analyze the socio-economic conditions of PAPs. • Checking implementation of actual compensation and resettlement to examine whether the project RP policies are complied with or not and whether the project affected households’ lives are restored to equal or better levels than before project. • Analyze payment methodology and other compliance according to Entitlement matrix of RP • Analyze the Grievance Readdress Mechanism (GRM) • Comply with ADB’s Safeguard Requirement for monitoring of RP implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Project/Program</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Funding Agencies</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>WATTSAN Program for the Poor</td>
<td>Sreepur, sattar</td>
<td>SIMAVI-The Netherlands</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Implementation of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project, ADB Loan No. 1914-BAN (SF)</td>
<td>Sreepur, sattar</td>
<td>ADB-BWDB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Project for the Poor under Implementation of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project, ADB Loan No. 1914-BAN (SF)</td>
<td>Sreepur, sattar</td>
<td>UNICEF with WHO &amp; UNFPA (DFID), &amp; European Union (EU)</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Maternal &amp; Neonatal Health MNH Rights Initiative for Accountability</td>
<td>Matlab Central Office</td>
<td>Wisens-The Netherlands</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Capacity Building Project</td>
<td>Matlab Central Office</td>
<td>LGED-GoB and ADB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Hygiene Water &amp; Sanitation (HYSWA)</td>
<td>Matlab Central Office</td>
<td>LGED-GoB and ADB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Integrated Health Care (IHC)</td>
<td>Matlab Central Office</td>
<td>LGED-GoB and ADB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Integrated Health Care (IHC) Reaching the Poor (IHCRP)</td>
<td>Matlab of Chandpur</td>
<td>DORP-GoB &amp; ADB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Integrated Health Care (IHC) Reaching the Poor (IHCRP)</td>
<td>Matlab of Chandpur</td>
<td>DORP-GoB &amp; ADB</td>
<td>From January 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Project/Program</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Funding Agencies</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Activities/Major Works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Low Cost Rural Housing Project (Revolving Credit)</td>
<td>From January 1996 to 2000</td>
<td>MoRD &amp; Coop UNDP</td>
<td>Ramgati, Raipur and Laksmipur sadar</td>
<td>Construction of 358 low cost houses for the rural poor completed but revolving credit ongoing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Training of MSS &amp; BSS Members of BRDB</td>
<td>From 1996 to 1997</td>
<td>BRDB-ADB</td>
<td>Kustia Jessore (Greater) Sirajgonj</td>
<td>Training on group graduation and skill development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Need Assessment Survey on HIV/AIDS &amp; STDs</td>
<td>From July 1995 to December 1995</td>
<td>HASAB AIDS-Alliance</td>
<td>Kalthalbagan-Dhaka</td>
<td>Survey for targeted area about HIV/AIDS &amp; STD &amp; ensure better health to target group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Jute Mills Workers Retraining Project</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CDRB</td>
<td>Dhaaka</td>
<td>Training on bamboo &amp; cane, nursery, mini poultry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Compartmentalization Pilot Project-CPP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BWDB</td>
<td>Tangail</td>
<td>Embankment maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Social Investment Program Project</td>
<td>From 2003 to 2007</td>
<td>SDF (Ministry of Finance) &amp; World bank</td>
<td>Poor segment of the community</td>
<td>Village Development Committee • PRA • Village planning • Training and small infrastructure • Project implementation • Involve Union Parishad in campaign program and awareness building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS Prevention Program for the Street Based Sex Workers</td>
<td>From August 2004 to December 2007</td>
<td>Ministry of Health &amp; Family Welfare &amp; UNICEF/WB</td>
<td>12 Urban area of Barisal, Chittagong and Sylhet division</td>
<td>Aware the sex workers on HIV/AIDS and provide STI treatment • Condom promotion and campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>From December 2006 to December 2007</td>
<td>SDF (Ministry of Finance) &amp; WB</td>
<td>Jamalpur sadar, Islampur and Melandaha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Capacity Building Poverty Alleviation &amp; Sustainable Livelihood of the Socially Disadvantaged Women &amp; Their Children</td>
<td>From December 2000 to June 2007</td>
<td>Ministry of Social Welfare-UNDP</td>
<td>325 Socially disadvantaged women and 58 children in Shamoly (Zone-2), Dhaka</td>
<td>Creche • Pre-formal &amp; non formal education • Boarding facilities • Vocational training • Health care services • Job replacement • Admission of the formal education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>PRSP &amp; Health Monitoring through Networking</td>
<td>January 2007</td>
<td>CORDAID-The Netherlands</td>
<td>Less privileged segment of the population and as a whole primary health sector of 6 upazila of 6 Division</td>
<td>Organize civil society network • Activate GoB Upazila Health Advisory Committee • Data collection of service delivery of GoB health services • Involve local government specially Union Parishad for mass awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Post Literacy, Continuing Education and Human Development (PLCEHD)</td>
<td>December 2007</td>
<td>BNFE</td>
<td>Raigonj of Sirajgonj and Mithamoin of Kishoregonj</td>
<td>Provide continuing education to the neo-literates and provide skill training on different marketable trades for income generation for their livelihood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Emergency Relief and Rehabilitation Project for the Flood Victims</td>
<td>From September 2004 to August 2006</td>
<td>CORDAID-The Netherlands</td>
<td>Jamalpur, Tangail, Kishoregonj, Laksmipur and Dhaka city</td>
<td>Provide house building • Arsenic free tube well installation • Distribution of sanitary latrine • Distribution of vegetable seeds • Land raising for house building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Project/Program</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Activities/Major Works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Relieve, Rehabilitation &amp; Community Development Program for the Cyclone Hit Family</td>
<td>From July 1991 to June 1992</td>
<td>Chittagong (Anwara, Banthali of Chittagong), Bondar Upazila of Narayanganj</td>
<td>● Provide relief to the cyclone victim • Remove contaminated water from ponds • Distribution of paddy seeds • Group organization • Savings &amp; Credit • Group formation and savings • Training on women &amp; men employment • Non-formal education • Credit for income generation • Training of fish farmers and fish traders • Group graduation • Promote knowledge on crop diversification • Agriculture input provision • Farmer training campaign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Project/Program</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Funding Agencies</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Activities/Major Works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Charfassion-Hazarigonj Coastal DORP Govt. Primary School</td>
<td>From 1998 to 2013 &amp; from 2014 continuing by Govt.</td>
<td>Directorate of Primary Education</td>
<td>Charfassion-Hazarigonj Coastal Area, Bhola</td>
<td>Construct primary school building in the village where there is no primary school and provide primary education from class I to class V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Noumanabad Govt. Primary School</td>
<td>From 1998 to 2013 &amp; from 2014 continuing by Govt.</td>
<td>Directorate of Primary Education</td>
<td>Noumanabad- Maddha Char Kalacopa Doctorpara, Laksmipur</td>
<td>Construct primary school building in the village where there is no primary school and provide primary education from class I to class V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Mahendigonj-East Badarpur Govt. Primary School</td>
<td>From 1998 to 2013 &amp; from 2014 continuing by Govt.</td>
<td>Directorate of Primary Education</td>
<td>Mahendigonj-East Badarpur, Barisal</td>
<td>Construct primary school building in the village where there is no primary school and provide primary education from class I to class V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Beauty Yoga Queen of India Ms. Shweta Varpe has become Brand Ambassador of DORP

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between DORP Bangladesh and Yoga Therapist Ms. Shweta Varpe. She is a wonderful, charming, enthusiastic and glamour beauty Queen of India & Asia. Ms. Shweta became Brand Ambassador of DORP for Bottom Lining Mothers Parliament in 2018. The MoU was signed at recent World Constitution and Parliament Association (WCPA) conference being held signed by AHM Nouman, Founder DORP & Gusi International Peace Prize Award Recipient in presence of all dignitaries including Dr. Glen T. Martin, WCPA Chairman and Azhar Ali Talukder, Chairman, DORP at O.P. Jindal Global University, Sonipat, Haryana near Delhi in India.

Among many other international delegates, 17 members of DORP personnel participated at the conference for working together and the cause of humanity for ‘Connecting the Disconnects’. Mumbai resident Ms. Shweta will be visiting Bangladesh very soon for mega celebration on both Mind-body & fitness Yoga Therapies & Maternity Allowance Centered SAPNA Package implemented by Women & Child Affairs Ministry, Government of Bangladesh with technical support by DORP.

Birth of DORP: 32 Years back

DORP was born in 1987 with only an armed chair, a small cabinet and a type writer at its temporary office in 243/2, Kathalbagan, Dhaka. Now DORP has permanent office (since 2007) at 36/2 East Shewrapara, Mirpur, Dhaka-1216, Bangladesh.

Central Office: DORP HOME
36/2, East Shewrapara, Mirpur, Dhaka- 1216, Bangladesh
Tel: 8034786, 01700708110, E-mail: info@dorpbd.org
fb:dorpngo, twitter: dorpngo, web: dorpbd.org